
EVER- Emerald Village Exercise and
Recreation is a community driven
group to affect changes in our
beautiful town of Emerald.

We are so lucky to live in a place where most of us have

access to larger gardens, fresh air, walks and views.

However, Emerald is going through a real period of growth

and development, and a major area that seems to have

been forgotten about is our parks and recreation, for kids

of EVERY AGE, and adults alike. 

Our community has noticed this and come together to see

how we can help communicate our changing needs more

effectively and create some real action instead of empty

promises of parks slotted in for review "in about 5 years

time". 



We need your help!

Dear Emerald Village Association Committee and Members,

EVER is a passionate and energetic group of like minded locals, but lack the experience and connections to deal

directly with Cardinia Council and contacts at Puffing Billy. 

We formally ask for the Emerald Village Association's support with the aformetioned projects and look forward

to a fruitful relationship in the future as we make Emerald a better place for all ages. 

It's no accident that our name starts with "Emerald Village", as a nod to the Emerald Emerald Village Association's

continuing hard work for Emerald. We aim to act as an arm that deals specifically with activation, play, exercise

and recreation spaces. 

Thank you for your kind consideration and hope for your support. 



EVER was started as a private Facebook group
on 18 July 2021. In less than a week it has
amassed over 400 members. the group is
vibrant, from every age group, and passionate
and engaged iN every way. 

Over 400 members 
in less than 1 week

Who is EVER? 

EVER is an action group of like minded community

members to help drive projects, and be a voice with

neighbouring community groups and Cardinia Council

about what we'd love to see in our community moving

forward- in terms of playgrounds, recreation, and exercise

facilities. 

We are over 400 strong, young, energetic and dynamic.

We aim to activate our existing spaces and recreate much

loved areas to suit the needs of the generations that live

and visit our beautiful hills home currently and for the

future.

Emerald Village Exercise & Recreation



Over 180
respondents to

a "priorities"
survey

We're Establishing Direction and
understanding how to achieve
immediate, short term, and long
term results in our community

EVER members and members of major Facebook community

pages (Emerald and Surrounding Regions, The Hills and the

Dandenongs, Mums of the Hills, Dandenong Ranges

Community, Emerald and Around Noticeboard) have been

invited to join EVER, and have been invited to complete a short

survey asking for their input. 

This survey identified 4 areas of concern - the

cleanup/renovation of Puffing Billy Park, the renovation of the

BMX track at Pepi's Land, the construction of the proposed

skatepark at Worrell Reserve, or the devlopment of a plan for

a skatepark in a different location. So far over 180 people

have taken the survey and we have identified the following...



of respondents thought

that a full renovation of

Puffing Billy Park including

new toilet facilities was

their #1 priority out of the 4

choices. 

64% of respondents have

children that are 6-11 years

old, 51% have children that

are 0-5 and 23% have

children that are over 12.

This details the necessity

for recreation facilities for

older children immediately. 

65% 64%

Most of our target market do not
drive- so this has to be a local
solution, and urgently. 



"We live
 in Emer

ald but 
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ause
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ing"



What does Ever plan to achieve? 

Update of Puffing Billy Park

Build planned skatepark

Fix failed BMX track 

Update public toilet facilities

EVER's intentions are to rally the community voice: 

 engaging council to focus more on local Emerald

projects- in our town centre, that are designed for local

use. 



 
    
 "The state and lack of nice parks inEmerald is disturbing. So blanantlylacking compared to other towns.Little pockets through out the townshould be claimed by council andimproved to create nice meetingspaces and walking tracks plusbenches."

 
"Our parks
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"There is a great need for appropriate public
play and recreation spaces in the Emerald area.
There are tired and unsafe spaces for young

children, for instance the play space next to the
Emerald Library is lacking adequate fences along
the Beaconsfield-Emerald road section, where I
have witnessed many young children run towards.

There is also a great need for appropriate
recreation spaces for our 8 - 18 year olds in
Emerald, as there aren’t any. Parents are

travelling to neighbouring suburbs to take their
children to skate and recreation parks, or children
are seen riding bikes along the main streets in

town."
 

"Inter generational playand something for all agegroups. If you have youngkids now, in a few yearstheir needs will bedifferent. Think holistically"

 

"A mix of a
ctivity in

one area is 
important

for growing 
families

 

What our locals are saying:



A word from Hills Physiotherapy
In an age of increasing childhood obesity, persistent pain and teen suicide, overwhelming evidence shows that exercise is the panacaea for all of

these problems. The quote from Robert Butler sums it up "If exercise could be packaged in a pill, it would be the single most widely prescribed and

beneficial medicine in the nation.” The benefits are astounding; improved mental health, improved strength, improved bone density, reduced

recidivism, improved social networking, reduced cardiovascular disease, reduced pain, improved sense of self-worth . . . 

Currently almost all parents in Emerald drive their children significant distances for the opportunity to engage in meaningful, enjoyable exercise and it

is time that they had the chance to walk into town with their kids, or let them ride their bikes or skate boards to the park. 

Our kids live in an era where increasingly their lives are spent engaging in sedentary behaviour; computers for school work, tablets or gaming

platforms for entertainment and social engagement. This is resulting in a surge of health issues due to obesity, weakness, pain and lack of

confidence. We need to ensure our kids have the chance to enjoy physical activity, and the best possible way to promote this is to give them a space

that makes them want to be active, excited, and playful. Though some parents worry about the danger of injury in parks, in reality we do not see many

of these at all. As John A Shedd put it "A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are built for". 

Hills Physiotherapy fully supports the endeavours of EVER, and continued work of the EVA. We thank you. 

- Ben and Vanessa Kewish, Hills Physiotherapy


